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1
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The A419 between Stroud and Chalford is a unique peri-rural corridor with residential areas, schools, and
innovative businesses scattered along the beautiful, green Cotswold landscape - christened the ‘Golden
Valley’ by Queen Victoria. The valley bottom is home to industrial heritage buildings some of which house
thriving businesses and cultural attractions, with the A419, rail, river and Stroudwater Canal interweaving in
close parallel. The road itself is sub-functional. It is a high volume corridor carrying around 8,000 vehicles per
day east of Toadsmoor Junction, and 17,000 near Stroud. The road is subject to both congestion and
speeding, with poor drainage conditions and 4 % HGVs and 14 % LGVs traffic, a portion of which is
suspected through traffic. The road poses a major safety hazard to local residents, and severs north-south
connections (locally termed as ‘pitches’) which connect local communities to the valley corridor. Less than
1 % of the traffic is cycling, despite the popularity of cycling in the area and the suitability of the commutable
distance between Stroud and Chalford which is only 6.5 km. Given the demand and opportunity for new
housing and business growth along this corridor, a ‘do nothing’ scenario is not viable.
Upgrading this corridor as a multi-modal, active green transport corridor would put the Golden Valley on the
map as a great place to live and work, achieving a lifestyle where recreation, business and community are
closely interlinked.
Overarching concept
The proposed route alignment is a direct, comfortable and safe walking and cycling route connecting 8
‘Villages’ each with strong placemaking character. A key means of achieving this is to upgrade the A419 to a
20 mph zone to reduce congestion and air pollution, enhance safety and development value. Overall this will
result in increased road capacity with a slow, steady movement pattern compared to stop-start.

Figure 1.1 Sketch visual of the ‘Golden Valley’ concept of a high quality 2.5 m footway and 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track
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The proposed facilities are a Golden Valley standard 2.5 m footway on one side of the A419 with a 3.5 m
bi-directional cycle track on the other which run continuously along and are physically segregated from the
vehicle carriageway. There are a number of enhanced controlled junction arrangements, including enhancing
the existing signalised crossing at Bowbridge/Butterrow Hill, removing the signalised pedestrian crossing
Brimscombe Port and upgrading this to a full signalised crossing at Brimscombe Corner, adding a signalised
crossing at Toadsmoor Road junction. In addition to this, a full specification Dutch roundabout is proposed
at the junction of Dr Newton’s Way and London Road. The impact of e-cycling is considered important less
to speed up travel along the A419 itself, but more to enable to connections to the steep pitches to the north
and south of the A419.
The Stroudwater Canal towpath is being progressively restored, and complements the functional transport
quality of the A419 walking and cycling as a natural, green recreational route with comparatively low
transport capacity. Connection improvements to the towpath are proposed to maximise the interchange of
these facilities. Areas of land purchase will be necessary to deliver the route. Soil stabilisation will be required
at Bowbridge and St Mary’s corner in the proposed route alignment. A preferred route alignment is shown;
in a number of locations alternative routing is possible.
Key Route Data:
Overall route length 6.5 km from Stroud train station to Chalford.
5.2 km 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track - ‘Golden Valley’ standard.
6.0 km 2.5 m footway ‘Golden Valley’ standard.
1 km full specification ‘Cycle Street’.
1 Dutch roundabout.
3 signalised junction enhancements (of which 2 new).
20 raised level zebra crossings.
6 placemaking interventions.
20 bus stop realignments/upgrades.
6.4 km additional existing footway enhancements (e.g. decluttering).
20 connections upgrades to canal towpath.
The Golden Valley Standard for Walking, Cycling and Placemaking Carriageway:
Golden Valley standard 2.5 m footway on one side of the A419 with a 3.5 m bidirectional cycle track on the
other which run continuously along and are physically segregated from the vehicle carriageway. Green
verges and asset zones where possible; where not possible raised curb and min 50 cm hard verge to
carriageway for cycle track.
Figure 1.2 The ‘Golden Valley’ Standard
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Route Capacity
Starting with the assumption that the bi-directional cycle track could in time carry 3,000 cyclists per day,
combined with moderate increases in walking and bus service level to 15 % and 10 % respectively could
result in a 50 % reduction in car journeys. With proposed cycling at 17 % modal share and walking at 15 %
modal share, this combined 32 % is below the route’s walking and cycling potential based on distance or
local travel to work patterns of 42 % (see section 4.1. for full analysis). Upgrading connections to the canal
towpath with frequent provision of safe crossings are intended to make the most of the interaction with the
canal towpath as an attractive green slower walking route in parallel. Improving the local bus service remains
as a key lever to reducing car journeys; conversion to micro-freight could also reduce the impact of LGV
vehicles on the road environment as a development corridor.

Figure 1.3 Sketch visual of the ‘Golden Valley’ concept of a high quality 2.5 m footway and 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track

Scale of investment
Construction costs to deliver the route could be an estimated £17.6 million, with a range from £9 million to £26
million. The additional cost of land purchase and asbestos remediation are in addition to this, and could
substantially increase the cost of the project.
Climate Change
A Climate Emergency was announced by the Stroud District Council Administration in November 2018, and
includes a target to make Stroud District carbon neutral by 2030. Likewise, in December 2018 Stroud Town
Council adopted a motion to become a carbon neutral organisation by 2030, and Gloucester County Council
followed in May 2019. Transport is the single largest contributor to greenhouse gases in the UK, at 33 %
almost unchanged since 1990. On a local level in Gloucestershire transport contributes a higher percentage
to CO2 emissions at 45 %, and this is even higher for Stroud at 54 %. As such, modal shift to walking, cycling
and public transport is an important lever to deliver carbon targets.
Additional recommendations:
The following considerations will be important to delivering the desired quality of the Golden Valley Route
and support large scale uptake of walking and cycling while mitigating against temporary vehicle journey
displacement:
- Restrictions on through HGV in conjunction with the completion of ‘missing link’ A417 at Brockworth and
Cowley.
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-

Ensure signage on M4 directs to M5 via A417 to reduce through traffic on A419.
Mitigate potential displacement to Cirencester Road through Minchinhampton and Rodborough
Common through road calming installations e.g. green infrastructure road narrowing passing bays.
Further consideration of improving bus services could substantially support modal shift from
car-dependent travel.
Addressing road safety concerns on these connecting roads (locally termed as ‘pitches’) such as Old
Neighbourbood and Toadsmoor Road will be essential to enable large scale walking and cycling access
to the Golden Valley route.

Cycle parking
Safe and sheltered cycle parking is particularly relevant to the uptake of e-cycles and diverse cycle types such
as cargo and trikes which have potential to replace car journeys but more expensive. Without adequate cycle
parking, people are bound to lock their bicycles to street signs and fences or lean against the wall leading to
unsafe clutter the footpath. In the Netherlands guidelines include 0.9-1.7 bicycle parking spots per 100 m2
for offices and 5 bicycle parking spots per 10 pupils at primary schools. The approach to cycle parking here is
to relate cycle parking to key local destinations, and make use of asset zones where cycle parking and street
assets are grouped to declutter the footway. The success of the route will depend on both the quality and
road safety of the cycling infrastructure and the provision of safe cycle parking at destinations.
Innovation
Delivery of this route will require implementation of new types of road infrastructure. Integration of high
quality cycling infrastructure into the highways environment is undergoing rapid development in the UK. This
project builds on similar topics already being undertaken across the UK. Key innovation topics include:
Dutch Roundabouts - e.g. Cambridge and recent TfL research.
Change of priority at side junctions- e.g. Transport for Greater Manchester.
Provisional Timescale: Concept design 2019; Business & Community engagement, Developed Design and
Technical Design 2020-2021, Construction & Delivery 2022-2024.
Given the complexity of the route, and the potential for co-financing, a phased approach to project delivery
would also be suitable.
Key partners: Gloucestershire County Council Highways, Stroud District Council, Brimscombe Development
Board.

Future Perspectives
The A419 Golden Valley Route as proposed would offer substantial benefit from a transport and
development perspective. A strength of the project is that it would also lend itself to project extensions
which could further deliver large scale modal shift in journeys to and from Stroud. Key additional projects
are:
Extend Golden Valley Route to Stonehouse.
Enhance ‘pitches’ north-south connections to enable walking and cycling access to the A419.
Upgrade off-road NCN 45 Stroud to Nailsworth.
Extend Golden Valley Route as off-road segregated track to Cirencester.
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2
INTRODUCTION
Witteveen+Bos UK Ltd and Clifton Emery design were commissioned to conduct a scoping study of the A419
between Stroud and Chalford, building on an earlier study conducted by Gloucestershire County Council in
2009. The purpose of this scoping study is to establish the potential of upgrading the A419 as a
multi-modal, active, green corridor and establish the feasibility of high quality walking and cycling provision.
In addition, the study will identify synergy with key development sites along the A419 between Stroud and
Chalford including Wimberley Park, Brimscombe Port and Ham Mills. For this reason, the study has been
framed as an Inspiration Study as the purpose is not only to examine the feasibility of high quality walking
and cycling, but to outline the greater economic and development potential of upgrading the A419 between
Stroud and Chalford.

2.1 Study Area
The study area extends approximately 6.5 km from Stroud Train Station to Chalford Village. As described in
the Executive Summary, the A419 is a complex corridor with the road, Stroudwater canal towpath, the River
Frome and rail running in parallel along the valley bottom. Stroud is the meeting point of the Five Valleys on
the western edge of the Cotswolds. The surrounding topography is steep, with resulting attractive views but
also challenging north south connections which come in steeply towards the A419. This section of the A419
runs the Parishes of Stroud, Brimscombe and Thrupp, and Chalford, and parallel to the Parishes of
Rodborough and Minchinhampton to the south of the rail and canal. Although the current road is laid out as
a high speed (40 mph) through-route, in reality the route connects a series of 8 ‘villages’ which intersect in a
complex and dynamic way across the east-west corridor.
The A419 is characterised by the following:
Congestion at peak times with speeding up to 60 mph at non-peak times.
Road safety concerns expressed by parents and residents, with 29 reported road safety incidents over
the last 5 years.
Drainage issues evident during the site investigation.
Increase capacity requirements due to proposed development and business innovation potential.
Currently high levels of HGVs, perceived greater than survey data indicates.
Please see Appendices Part 1 for Site Observations.
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Figure 2.1 A419 Stroud to Chalford - the ‘Golden Valley’ Route

Figure 2.2 Golden Valley Route with 8 Villages along A419
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2.2 Study Methodology
Stage 1: Site Visit
A site visit was conducted on the 8th of May. Together with client representatives from Stroud Town Council
and a County Councillor for Minchinhampton and Chalford, the project team cycled from Stroud Train
Station to Chalford and back, including some side excursion onto the towpath. See Appendix I for Site
Observations.
Stage 2: Community engagement
The project process was led by early community engagement. Three community engagements were hosted
as drop-in workshops: 19th of June at Stroud Brewery, 26th of June at the Stroud Subscription Rooms, and
20th of July at Chalfest. An online survey was open from the beginning of June until the end of July, and
received 382 responses. See Appendix II for Community Engagement and Appendix III for Online Survey
results.
Stage 3: Desktop Review
Available data for traffic capacity, speed and congestion was reviewed as well as relevant local and national
policy documents related to walking, cycling and transport. Available documents for proposed development
sites along the A419 were also reviewed.
Stage 4: Route alignment and placemaking
The project team W+B and CEd held two internal design workshops to develop and align concept. The entire
route alignment from Stroud Train Station to the eastern Chalford village sign was assessed using OS
background map, Google Streetview and site photos. The dimensioning of the route is subject to verification.
See Appendix V for Route Alignment Concept Sketches.
Stage 5: Report
The study is broken into three documents:
A front-facing Executive Summary with overall findings and recommendations.
The Technical Report.
Appendices.

2.3 Climate Emergency
A Climate Emergency was announced by the Stroud District Council Administration in November 2018, and
includes a target to make Stroud District carbon neutral by 20301. Likewise, in December 2018 Stroud Town
Council adopted a motion to become a carbon neutral organisation by 20302, and Gloucester County
Council followed in May 20193. Transport is the single largest contributor to greenhouse gases in the UK, at
33 % almost unchanged since 19904. On a local level in Gloucestershire transport contributes a higher
percentage to CO2 emissions at 45 %, and this is even higher for Stroud at 54 %5. As such, modal shift to
walking, cycling and public transport is an important lever to deliver carbon targets.
1

Stroud District Council (2018) Available at: https://www.stroud.gov.uk/news-archive/stroud-district-council-strengthenscommitment-to-tackle-climate-change

2

Stroud Town Council (2018) Available at: https://stroudtown.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/Climate-Change-ResolutionApproved.pdf

3

Gloucestershire County Council (2019) Available at: https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/gloucestershire-county-councilnews/news-may-2019/council-commits-to-becoming-carbon-neutral-by-2030/

4

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (2019) Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/790626/2018-provisionalemissions-statistics-report.pdf.

5

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (2019) 2005 to 2017 UK local and regional CO2 emissions: statistical
summary. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissionsnational-statistics-2005-to-2017
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2.4 Strategic and Local Road Context
The A419 runs east west, connecting Cirencester to Stroud and to Exit 13 of the M5 and the A38 beyond. The
A417 runs in parallel to the A419 to the north and has higher traffic flows (AADT) as it is mostly dual
carriageway and a more ‘direct’ link to the M5 north. Highways England have on-going plans to improve the
connection between two dual carriageway sections of the A417 at Brockworth and Cowley, which is the last
stretch of the route that remains a single carriagewa6. The A417 ‘Missing Link’ aims to offer higher capacity
by completing the dual carriageway for the entire route with the objective of delivering a high quality northsouth connection between the M5 and M4. Scheme completion, expected in spring 2024, may reduce traffic
pressure on the A419. The risk of traffic displacement to the A419 during construction of the ‘Missing Link’
could be deemed low as the majority of the dualling is on a new alignment, and the current road can stay
operational during construction. At the time of writing this report, statutory public consultation has closed,
and the scheme is expected to proceed to the Planning Inspectorate for formal examination in spring 2020.
As the A419 is a priority route for freight7, the functionality of the A419 to service local businesses needs to
be addressed independent of the final outcome of the A417 ‘Missing Link’ project. As such, there is no
apparent issue which would otherwise make improvements to the A419 contingent on completion of the
A417 ‘Missing Link’.

Figure 2.3 Strategic Road Context of A419 Stroud to Chalford

6

https://highwaysengland.co.uk/projects/a417-missing-link/

7

https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/media/2225/10-pd-3-freight-nov-2017.pdf
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Figure 2.4 Gloucestershire County Council Traffic Flows

2.5 Local Road Context
The National Trust Commons of Minchinhampton and Rodborough are of significant environmental and
historic interest. Both Commons are Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and Rodborough is additionally
a Special Area of Conservation (SAC). Besides their 5,500 year old history and significant archaeological
findings, such as The Bulwarks, and more recent WWII remains, some of England’s rarest flora and fauna is
found there. Unfenced grazing cattle help maintain the special open landscape, creating an ideal living
environment for birds, butterflies, flowers and insects. The Commons are also an important recreational
treasure for locals and tourists, offering magnificent views and beautiful slopes for dog walking and hikes.
Some sections of the roads bisecting the Commons are single track, specifically at The Butts and on
Butterrow Hill. These roads were never intended for high volumes of traffic, but already a high proportion of
through traffic uses them as an alternative to the A419 between Aston Down and Chalford, possibly
associated with capacity issues along the A419 and poor driving conditions on the route.
Given the topography of the area and the existing road network, any move which affects traffic on the A419
Golden Valley route could potentially result in additional traffic crossing the Commons (thanks to SatNav &
social media). These closely related routes (the Commons and the A419 Golden Valley) must necessarily be
considered in parallel when considering the impact of changes to either route. This would be relevant both
during any construction phase on the A419 when delays would be anticipated and when completed as the
scheme aims to lower speed limits, albeit to achieve a more steady consistent traffic flow.
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Figure 2.5 The Butts © Google Street View

Figure 2.6 Butterrow Hill, © Google Street View

Landscape sensitive traffic calming on the Commons would already be of benefit, to accommodate the
growing number of vehicles using the Commons route which may be exacerbated by the suggested options
for the A419 Golden Valley route. While not wanting to see lighting or significant street furniture on the
Commons, the National Trust is happy to support the introduction of low level pinch points akin to those
introduced in the New Forest where they have similar problems of traffic, no street lighting, grazing animals
and a 40mph limit. Hampshire County Council’s 2013 Review of these pinch points showed that while not
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preventing all accidents or appreciably slowing traffic, they did appear effective and would be further
improved by adding cycle pass-throughs. This Review is to download here, see footnote reference8.

Figure 2.7 Burley Road, Brockenhurst © Google Street View

2.6 Local Walking and Cycling Context
The local Stroud area has numerous attractive walks, and delightful, characterful pubs. A particular highlights
is the Stroudwater Canal which historically connected Stroud to the River Severn. The stretch from Stroud to
Brimscombe Port is being progressively restored, and represents a highly unique natural environment. There
are no current plans to restore the Canal beyond Brimscombe Port to Chalford. The towpath is subject to
dimensional restrictions typical of towpaths, generally narrow with risk of passing users falling into the water
at tight spots. Available recent survey data shows 337 users per day measured at Wallbridge from October
2018 to May 20199, data from nearby Cloth Mills shows an average of 595 from end of July 2018 to end of
October 2018, with a peak of 1976 users on a single day Sunday the 5th of August, possibly related to an
event or summer weather. Even allowing for seasonal variations in use, the spatial limitations and natural
beauty of the canal towpath suggest it is not suited to function as a transport corridor, but rather an green
recreational compliment to the A419.
A series of ‘Quiet Lanes’ form a loop around the Rodborough and Minchinhampton parishes. A section of
the National Cycle Network 45 passes on the west side of Stroud and connects Stonehouse with central
Stroud and beyond to Nailsworth and Cirencester. The majority of the stretch between Stroud and
Nailsworth is off road, but reports of overhanging vegetation, insufficient lightning and debris on the
surfaces may discourage use. Overall the current status of walking and cycling provision is that there is some
attractive recreational offering, but little by way of faster transport routes for walking and cycling.

8

9

https://www.hants.gov.uk/getdecisiondocument?documentId=11707&file=Item%203%20Burley%20Rd%20Report.pdf&type=
pdf
Count data provided by Stroud District Council, August 2019.
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Figure 2.8 The Quiet Lanes around the Commons

The proposed A419 walking and cycling transport route aligns with Gloucestershire’s wider cycleway plan,
and would lock in the potential to extend an off-road route further to Cirencester where there are work and
school travel demands, and to upgrade the NCN 45 connection between Nailsworth, Stroud and on to
Stonehouse.

Figure 2.9 Golden Valley Route with other walking and cycling routes in the region
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Figure 2.10 Gloucestershire’s Countywide Cycleway10

10

Extract from the Central Severn Vale LCWIP (2018) Available here: https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/transport/gloucestershires
localtransport-plan-2015-2031/local-cycling-and-walking-infrastructure-plans/
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3
ROUTE CONCEPT
Upgrading the A419 Golden Valley Route to a multi-modal, active green transport corridor with safe,
inclusive walking and cycling for all is expected to provide the following benefits:
-

Increased network capacity and improve commuter connectivity.
Increased network capacity and improve community connectivity, particularly for schools, education
and training opportunities for young people.
Increased financial viability of developing approximately 100 currently empty industrial buildings and to
make this the ideal place for business innovation.
Improve access for families living along the route to local jobs whilst enabling an active commute to
Stroud Train Station to increase employment accessibility via sustainable transport modes.
Improve road safety.
Improve air quality.
Develop the Golden Valley Route as a destination, by including place-making within the project scope
and linking to local cultural and recreational opportunities whilst growing local tourism.
Embed health and wellbeing in daily transport; supporting improved physical and mental health,
reducing social isolation, and reducing local cost burden on the NHS and social care.

The overall route principle is to maintain a high quality 2.5 m footway and a 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track
continuously along and physically segregated from the vehicle carriageway. Placemaking interventions at the
8 ‘villages’ and/or associate new development opportunities mean that these can have frontage to the A419
and benefit from rather than needing to turn their backs to it. The multi-modal route concept implies
upgrading the carriageway to 20 mph; the rationale for this is discussed in more detail in section 4.3.

Figure 3.1 Golden Valley Route Indicative Principle Cross Section
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3.1 Golden Valley Standard for Walking
Walking is currently being rediscovered by the transport profession as a highly efficient mode of transport
with multiple other benefits. UK cities such as Greater Manchester, York, Exeter and Bath, as well as smaller
market towns such as Frome and Petersfield, are leading on turning around the historic decline in walking for
transport, and introducing a placemaking-led approach to transport.
Key Attributes of the ‘Golden Valley’ design standard for walking include:
- Attractive sandstone-coloured material treatment for visual clarity and legibility by other transport users.
- 2.5 m footway width to facilitate inclusive journeys (e.g. use of mobility aids, pushchairs, sociable
walking).
- Decluttering including rationalisation of existing signage and street assets.
- Creation of asset zones in the carriageway, use of green verges where possible.
- Continuous level footways at side junctions.
- Continuous level driveway cross-overs.
- Raised level zebra crossings (to support reduced vehicle speeds).
- Physical segregation from cycle tracks and carriageway.

Table 3.1 Illustrative examples of Golden Valley Standard for Walking from other UK Towns and Cities

Bristol - Attractive sandstone footway colour

Bristol - Raised level table and change of priority at side
junctions on A38 Gloucester Road
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Petersfield High Street - Material wayfinding and asset placement
in carriageway, narrowing carriageway to support informal
pedestrian crossings (2-way traffic with buses)

York - Material wayfinding and level table at signalised crossing

3.2 Golden Valley Standard for Cycling
Large scale cycling for transport is a relatively new concept in the UK. Individual cities are leading the way in
delivering pilot cycling infrastructure, and there are many lessons to be learned from this. Children in the
Netherlands and Denmark are 15 to 19 times safer per mile cycled compared to children in the UK. Thus, in
addition to awareness of UK cycling design practice, key European cycling design standards are applied to
deliver safety for cyclists particularly for children.
Key Attributes of the ‘Golden Valley’ design standard for cycling include:
- Attractive brick-coloured material wayfinding for visual clarity and legibility by other transport users.
- 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track to facilitate inclusive journeys such as use of cargo bikes and adapted
bikes, and particularly in relevance to the uptake of e-cycles which is particularly important to connect to
and from the A419 along the steep ‘pitches’.
- Continuous level cycle track with priority at side junctions.
- Continuous level driveway cross-overs.
- Physical segregation from both vehicle carriageway and footway, with green verges where possible.

Table 3.2 Example of Exemplary Cycling Infrastructure from other UK Towns and Cities

Sheffield - Material wayfinding, with placemaking pockets and
green verges where viable.

Lea Valley, Waltham Forest - Material wayfinding with clear
definition between footpath and cycle track.

Bristol - Change of priority at side junction

Glasgow - South City Way - Chamfered curb between cycle track
and footway, pedestrian priority at crossings.
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The use of a number of innovations are important to delivering the route as a continuous safe segregated
route. The two innovations employed by the project are a full specification ‘Cycle Street’ and a Dutch
Roundabout.
Cycle Street
Cycle streets are recommended on streets where traffic volumes are less than 2500 under a 24-hour period,
and cycle volumes are higher than 500 cyclists over a 24 hour period. On a Cycle Street, cyclists have
priority over motorised traffic and speed limit is capped at 20 mph (30 kmph). They are typically used on
residential roads or minor connecting roads. There is clear threshold treatment to indicate to all users that
they have entered a Cycle Street. An advantage of Cycle Streets is that vehicle traffic movements are allowed
in both directions and parking can be maintained.

Figure 3.2 Dutch Cycle Street

Figure 3.3 Signage and threshold treatment to Dutch Cycle Street
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3.3 Golden Valley Standard for the Carriageway Placemaking
Understanding of carriageway design and a place-making approach to transport is also evolving rapidly in
the UK. Some of the growing pains emerging from this new approach have recently been reviewed by the
Chartered Institution of Highways & Transportation, but there is still a lack of consensus on clear
guidelines11. A recent Highways England study highlights the complexity of relieving congestion due to the
tidal patterns of traffic12. Roads typically show congestion and therefore low speeds at peak periods, and
potentially high speeds but low flow at other times. This report describes the trade-off between congestion
and road safety, and that a road specific priority should be defined before quantifying performance.
The multi-modal route concept implies upgrading the carriageway to 20 mph; the full rationale for this is
discussed in more detail in Section 4.3. However, designing to a vehicle speed of <18mph is understood to
offer maximum safety for all road users. This would underpin the modal shift to walking and cycling, as well
as the social-economic gains of shops, residents and business all being able to enjoy an active frontage
along the A419.
There are a number of key pilot projects which serve as a reference for carriageway placemaking, in
particular along A-roads which are high capacity through shopping and business areas with high footfall.
This include Oxford A523 Poynton, A420 Frideswide Square in Oxford, A4081 Clifton High Street in Bristol.
Fischergate in Preston, and Oxford Road and other evolving high capacity corridor projects in the
Manchester ‘Beelines’.
The main reference for the A419 would be Poynton due to the high capacity of this route (29,000 vehicles
per day) and excellent placemaking qualities.
Key Attributes of the ‘Golden Valley’ design standard for carriageway placemaking include:
<20mph design speed.
Use of a placemaking carriageway material, removal of the centreline.
Visual narrowing.
Where appropriate carriageway narrowing to 5.5 m to allow passing of two HGVs at low speed.
Explicit threshold treatment to village/placemaking centres.
Raised level tables and raised level zebra crossings.
Change of priority for walking and cycling at side junctions.

11

CIHT (2018) Available at: https://www.ciht.org.uk/media/4463/ciht_shared_streets_a4_v6_all_combined_1.pdf

12

Highways England (2019) Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/791450/National_PP_Progr
amme_Meta_Final_draft.pdf
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Figure 3.4 Signage and threshold treatment to Poynton, Cheshire

Figure 3.5 A Dutch Roundabout, high vehicle capacity with segregated walking and cycling lanes
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Table 3.3 Example of Exemplary A-Road Carriageway Placemaking from other UK Towns and Cities

© Planit-IE
Poynton - Material wayfinding, with placemaking pockets where viable.

© Planit-IE
Manchester beelines proposed high capacity route
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3.4 Route Alignment
The 6.5 km route has been divided into 8 Segments, each chained at 250 m intervals resulting in 27 chainage
lengths.
See Appendix V for Routing Concept Sketches.
Segment 1 - Stroud (001 to 003)
Segment 2 - Bowbridge (004 to 005)
Segment 3 - Thrupp (006 to 008)
Segment 4 - Ham Mill (009 to 013)
Segment 5 - Brimscombe (014 to 016)
Segment 6 - Bourne / Toadsmoor Valley (017 to 019)
Segment 7 - St Marys (020 to 023)
Segment 8 - Chalford (024 to 027)
Note: all shown Sections are indicative of the alignment concept and subject to dimension verification
through more detailed maps or ground survey.

Figure 3.5 Plan of Route Segments and Indicative Section
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3.4.1

Segment 1 - Stroud

Table 3.4
Chain

001

002

003

13

Routing Concept

Rationale

Other
considerations

− Station arrival enhancements such as footway
priority to Russel Street, raised table junction
− Russel Street placemaking including raised
level parking bays, tree build outs, bus stop in
carriageway
− Dutch specification ‘Cycle street’ 2-way for
cyclists from Russel Street through London Rd
(Russell Street section vehicles one way,
London Road vehicles two way)

London Road currently 1089
vehicles/day or 100/hour13,
Cycle streets are
recommended where traffic
volumes are less than 2500
under a 24-hour period with
more than 500 bicycles over
a 24 hour period.

Planned improvements to
Square in front of Subscription
Rooms, this placemaking could
extend to include Russell Street
and funded secure cycle
parking at train station.

− London Road as Dutch specification ‘Cycle
street’ 2-way for vehicles and cyclist, including
placemaking enhancements such as footway
surface treatment, widening where possible,
carriageway surface treatment, removal of
centre line and visual narrowing to support
lower speeds, tree chicanes/ footway buildouts
also in support of speed reduction
− London Road car park/Waitrose roundabout
upgraded to 4 way junction
− Option B: Bi-directional Cycle path to Station
through multi storey car park
− Option C: Develop London Road car park as a
multi-purpose active public space including
residential/commercial development, outdoor
skate park and natural playground, and Market
Place

Option B would provide
more functional direct route
for cyclists to train station.

Medium term ambition could
include large scale safe, secure
e-cycle parking, with
progressive transfer in multistory car park to cycle parking.
Energy generation potential on
building roof.

− Cycle Street continues to Spring Lane, then
transition to bi-directional cycle track on north
side
− Bus stops in road to support lower vehicle
speeds and wider footways
− Footway enhancements including widening,
raised level zebras, and placemaking such as
benches
− Dutch roundabout at Dr Newtons
Way/Waitrose (D = 38m)
− Clear threshold treatment at Spring Lane to
support incoming/westwards transition to
Cycle Street and speed reduction, transition to
bi-directional cycle track

‘Spring Lane’ village
challenging pinchpoint as
narrow section.

6541 STROUD MCC - J8 -Tuesday 27 November 2018
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Option C unlocks
development potential in
central location.

Stroud Hospital Access via Field
Road

Figure 3.6 Indicative Concept Section A419 London Road Stroud

3.4.2 Segment 2 - Bowbridge

Table 3.5
Chain

004

005
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Routing Concept
− From Spring Lane ‘Cycle Street’ transition to bidirectional track on south side for approximately
150m, then cross back to north side
− Footway enhancements
− Bi-directional cycle path crosses to north side,
section with kerb offset into road to achieve 3.5m
track width (2.8m effective width allowing for verge
offsets)
− Road narrowed to 5.5 m
− Decluttering
− Option B: run bi-directional track along northside
with road narrowing and dimensioning as above
− Bi-directional cycle path on north side, from
approximately petrol station with green verge
− Footway enhancements south side
− Bowbridge/Butterow Hill signalised junction
enhancements including cycle stages
− Characterise village character
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Rationale

Other
considerations

Reduction of speed for all
vehicles approaching Stroud
gateway and Dutch
roundabout
Pinchpoint: existing
northside footway narrow at
car dealerships, land
purchase could make Option
B more viable

Awkward offset junction with
poor visibility

Figure 3.7 Indicative Concept Section A419 Bowbridge

3.4.3 Segment 3 - Thrupp

Table 3.6

Chain

006

007

008

Routing Concept

Rationale

Other
considerations

− At Bowbridge/Butterow Hill junction, 3.5 m
bidirectional cycle track crosses to south side with
green verge and retaining wall
− Bus stop in carriage way, widened footway and
shelter upgrade
− Upgrade footway northside including vegetation
management particularly at narrow pinchpoint.

Spatial constraints northside
including natural stone
retaining wall. Review this
pinchpoint for pedestrian,
enhancement to south side
may be beneficial to reduce
displacement onto cycle
track.

Bus depot access just after
Bowbridge/Butterow Hill
junction

− Thrupp Lane junction enhancements
− At Thrupp Village sign, 3.5m bi-directional cycle
path crosses north side with green verge
− Footway enhancements south side
− Bus stops in carriageway, shelter upgrades

Informal cycle and
pedestrian crossings can
assist in speed management
in more green area

After ‘welcome to Thrupp’ sign,
cycle track at north side on
level, increased provision of
cycle parking for regional
commuters and school bus
journeys Ensure safe footway
access to support bus
connection.

− 3.5 m bidirectional cycle track north side with
green verge
− Cycle track descends to carriageway at Griffin Mill
emporium and Griffin Mill to access sites and
increase accessibility/natural surveillance of route
− Footway enhancements south side
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Land ownership issues to
achieve green sections

Figure 3.8 Indicative Concept Section A419 Thrupp

3.4.4 Segment 4 - Ham Mill

Table 3.7
Chain

009

010

011
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Routing Concept

Rationale

− From Griffin Mill 3.5 m bidirectional cycle track
continues on north side with green verge
− Footway enhancements south side

Attractive green cycle route
close but separated from
carriageway.

− 40m north of Ham Mill Lane 3.5 m bidirectional
cycle track crosses to south side
− Multiple options to resolve Ham Mill dependent on
discussions with developer:
− Preferred Option: ‘Village Green’ - 4-8m wide green
asset zone along south side with space for
trees/cycle parking/car
parking/benches/play/crossings with 2.5 m footway
and 3.5m bidirectional cycle path on development
frontage. Reduced 5.5m carriageway to support
lower speeds, 2.2m existing footway enhanced with
parking displaced to green strip to ensure
accessibility.
− Option B: route ‘Cycle Street’ through development,
footway enhancements and parking rationalisation
− Option C: use of painted cycle lanes, rationalisation
of parking, improved footway on both sides
− Option D: Transform carriageway into village high
street e.g. Petersfield High Street

Reclaiming road frontage
adds value to development
case for Ham Mills and
reclaims Ham Mill village
character improving
liveability.

− Preferred Option: ‘Village Green’ - or alternative
continues to end of development site
− South of development site 3.5 m bi-directional
continues on south side, crossing prior to Brewery
Lane to north side
− Footway enhancements north side
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Expected increased demand
for crossings to Thrupp
primary school, and access
to Towpath via Ham Mill
Lane.

Other
considerations

Planning permission for Ham
Mill already granted which does
not provide a segregated cycle
route but due to lapse soon. As
the ‘Village Green’ option adds
an additional 1 or 2 stories to
frontage there is a reasonable
case to discuss with potential
developers.
30 m pinch point on south side
prior to Ham Mills Lane, a short
stretch of sub-standard route
may be required.

012

013

− Bus stops in carriageway, shelter upgrade
− 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track north side tracks into
layby as ‘cycle street’ with cycle priority with two
way vehicle access retaining food trucks and parking
− Footway enhancement south side
− 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track tracks onto Mill Close
northside
− Footway enhancement south side

Figure 3.9 Indicative Concept Section A419 Ham Mills

Figure 3.10 Indicative Concept Section A419 Ham Mills at Layby
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Attractive green stretch, but
risk of speeding vehicles into
Ham Mills and Brimscombe

3.4.5 Segment 5 - Brimscombe

Table 3.8
Chain

014

015

Routing Concept

Rationale

Other
considerations

− Raised level zebra crossing to Improved crossings to
Brimscombe & Thrupp Football Club and Social Club
which will benefit
− A Brimscombe Hill junction upgraded to signalised
crossing
− Lane 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track crosses to south
side

Dangerous corner with
vehicles speeding.

War memorial

− Brimscombe corner and village redesigned for
placemaking
− Active frontage - green corridor approach with 2.5m
footway, 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track and 2 m
green asset zone, carriageway reduced to 5.5m with
visual narrowing, footway northside retained.
− Raised level zebra crossings

Reclaiming road frontage
adds value to development
case to Brimscombe Port
development as this would
allow for additional 1 or 2
stories.

Brimscombe Port site currently
under concept development

Attractive, active, traffic
calmed environment.

016

− Active frontage - green corridor approach continues to
end of development
− 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track south side passes
behind car wash building group, and continues with
green verge
− Retain and enhance footway northside

Gateway to Brimscombe Port

Figure 3.11 Indicative Concept Section A419 Brimscombe Port New Development Area
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3.4.6 Segment 6 - Bourne / Toadsmoor Valley

Table 3.9
Chain

017

Routing Concept

Rationale

− 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track crosses to
northside with green verge
− Footway enhancements southside, with raised
level zebra crossings to northside
− Option B: cycle track continues on south side over
bridge at the Ark Cycles and enhanced tow path
through Wimberley Mill new development, with
connection back to A419 at small north-south
London Road rail crossing
− Toadsmore jct signalised, raised table with
placemaking
− Bus stops realigned in carriageway
− 3.5 m bi-directional cycle path north side, 2.5 m
footway south side

018

Other
considerations
Option B - rail crossing at
London Road narrow and likely
unsuitable for high volumes of
cyclist.

At peak hour, equal number
of turning movements from
Toadsmore Road onto A419.
Connection on north east
side to walking and cycling
route to Bussage via
Churchhill Road/Dark Lane

Historic road and rail bridge.
Cyclist and pedestrians joining
from north. Increase provision
for cycle parking for school bus
journeys and commuters.
Ensure safe footway access to
support bus connection.
New development under
construction at Wimberley Mill
south of canal, >116 homes.

019

− 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track merges onto Valley
Close as ‘cycle street’ retaining resident access
− 2.5 m footway south side, with green verge to
carriageway
− Bus stop realigned in carriageway
− Realignment of retaining wall on northside at
Pavillion, potential land ownership issues
− Approx. 320m length of sub-functional footway
south side, explore intermittent widening and
placemaking supports in carriageway to maintain
reduced speed
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Pinchpoint northside at
residential building east of
Pavillion - unclear retaining wall
and potential land ownership
issues

Figure 3.12 Indicative Concept Section A419 Bourne / Toadsmoor Road

3.4.7 Segment 7 - St Marys

Table 3.10
Section

020

Section

021
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Design Concept
− Northside drive realignment with 3.5 m bi-directional
cycle track and driveway crossovers (alternately
single offset parallel drive with individual access
points)
− Raised level zebra crossing for footway from
southside to north
− Sub-functional footpath continues southside with
intermittent widening and placemaking supports in
carriageway as possible.

Rationale

Further Considerations

Maintain direct cycle route
northside, spatial restriction
southside to railroad

Railway restrictions south side
but flat. 10 m offset from rail to
fence, potential for easement
could be explored to improve
sub-functional footway
southside

Design Concept
− 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track and 2.5 m footway offset
above road with wide green verge and soil
− Raised level zebra crossing from north to southside with
lookout points to add natural surveillance to offset route
and traffic calming
− Option B: footway enhancements part cantilevered off on
south side
− Option C: carriageway realigned to north to allow for
2.5m footpath on south/railroad side
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Alternatively routing along tow
path likely unsuitable due to
lack of crossings along 800 m
length as a natural surveillance
issue as well as safety concerns
with informal level crossings at
London Road and St Mary’s.

Rationale

Further Considerations

Extreme road danger with
speeding vehicles and
subfunctional footway width
on southside

Railway restricting on south
side, potential height and
offset restrictions.
Wooden sculpture

Dramatic attractive views
down valley due to large
level change.

022
St Mary’s
corner

− 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track connects to small
residential road
− Village placemaking at St Mary’s corner
− Clear carriageway threshold treatment coming from west
50 m prior to entering Village corner
− 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track crosses to southside

−

023

From St Mary’s Mill, bi-directional cycle path on south
side dropped with embankment/earthworks
− Upgraded footway north side
− Option B: widen towpath to accommodate bidirectional cycle path connecting to Belvedere Mews

Extremely dangerous corner
with speeding vehicles
entering St Mary’s

Railway restricting on
Southside, residential on north
side, very narrow pinch point.

Direct route close to road,
space on south side with
green potential and
attractive views down valley.

Figure 3.13 Indicative Concept Section A419 St Marys

3.4.8 Segment 8 - Chalford

Table 3.11
Chain

024
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Routing Concept
− Bi-directional cycle path continues on south side
dropped with embankment/earthworks, upgraded
footway north side.
− Option B: cycles routed through Belvedere Mews with
traffic calming.
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Rationale

Other
considerations

Direct route close to road, space
on south side with green
potential and attractive views,
avoid delivery lorries.

Frequent lorry
access to
Pangolin, farm
supply and

Chain

Routing Concept

Rationale

Other
considerations
builders
merchants.

025

− Enhance Old Neighbourhood crossing to 4 way raised
table with improved crossings
− Bi-directional cycle track on south side with green verge
− Footway upgrade northside with intermittent footway
build outs to place trees/benches
− Carriageway upgrade such as removal of centreline and
visual narrowing to signalise threshold to Chalford village
and support lower vehicle speeds

Direct route close to road, space
on south side with green
potential and attractive views

Retaining wall
north side
entering Chalford

− Chalford village centre placemaking
− Enhance frontage and footway on south side with
trees/assets/cycle parking, improved pedestrian crossing
− Off-set vehicle carriageway as traffic calming measure,
− secure cycle parking, vehicle parking rationalised.

Visitor attractions to Victoria
Works Studios and Lavender
Bakehouse

Bus
52/54/54A/X54
stops at village
green. Increased
cycle parking
provision for bus
commuters.
Ensure safe
footway access to
support bus
connection.

− Clear threshold treatment for entering vehicles at
Chalford Village sign
− Commencement of 20 mph zone
− Carriageway improvements such as centre line removal,
visual narrowing

Slow vehicles entering village
centre, dangerous curve on
downhill.

Potential to
extend longdistance cycle
path to
Cirencester.

026

027

Figure 3.14 Indicative Concept Section A419 Chalford
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4
DATA ANALYSIS
4.1 Capacity and Modal Shift Scenarios
Stroud District has a total population of 119,000 of whom 56 % (66,700) are economically active, with equal
numbers of men and women in active employment14. Micro-businesses with 0-9 employees make up 89 % of
business types, in line with trends in the South-West. National Census data from 2011 for travel to work
shows Stroud district is highly car dependent with 82 % journeys to work made by car15. A comparison with
Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) immediately adjacent to the A419 show that these trends are
comparable.

Table 4.1 National Census (2011) Data for Modal share for Travel to Work for Stroud District compared to LSOAs immediately
adjacent *
Main Mode

Stroud
District

Local LSOAs

Car

82 %

80 %

Walking

10 %

11 %

Public transport

4%

5%

Bicycle

2%

2%

Motorcycle

1%

1%

Other

1%

1%

100 %

100 %

Total

14

Nomis (2019) Labour Market Profile Stroud. Available at: https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1946157376/report.aspx

15

Nomis (2011) QS701EW - Method of travel to work. Available at: https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/census/2011/qs701ew

*

Data for Mainly working and home and not in employment excluded, public transport includes underground, metro, light rail,
tram, train, bus, minibus or coach and taxi. Local LSOA include Stroud 006A, Stroud 006B, Stroud 006C, Stroud 006D, Stroud
006E, Stroud 007A, Stroud 007B, Stroud 007C, Stroud 007D, Stroud 007E, Stroud 008A, Stroud 008B, Stroud 008C, Stroud 008D,
Stroud 010A, Stroud 010B, Stroud 010C, Stroud 010D.
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Table 4.2 Modal Share from DfT Annual Average Daily Flow 201816
A419 East of
Toadsmoor Road

Mode
Car

80%

LGVs

14%

HGVs

4%

Buses

1%

Motorcycle

1%

Pedal cycles

<1%

Total

100%

Modal share derived from the Department for Transport Annual Average daily flow (AADT) manual count in
2018 excludes walking, but reveals the large percentage of light goods vehicles (14 %) and the low number
of buses using the corridor (1 %).
In terms of local transport, the distance potential between Chalford and Stroud of 6.5 km lends itself to
walking and cycling. Census data supports that short, local journeys are taking place by car rather than by
active modes. The potential for increase in public transport is obvious; local surveys indicate that poor
uptake is due to poor service provision17. The impact of e-cycling is considered important less to speed up
travel along the A419 itself due to its peri-urban character, but more to enable to connections to the steep
pitches to the north and south of the A419.

Table 4.3 Potential for Walking and Cycling by Distance Travelled to Work (LSOAs) and Route Length**18
Distance
Travel to Work LSOAs

Share

Walking

Cycling

E-Cycling

< 2 km (1 mile)

15%

20 mins

<10 mins

<10 mins

< 10 km (6 miles)

42%

-

30 mins

20 mins

< 20 km (12 miles)

61%

5%

1 hour

40 mins

Route potential by
distance

-

Walking

Cycling

E-Cycling

3.25 km (2 miles)

-

40 mins

10 mins

<10 mins

6.5 km (4 miles)

-

1 hr 20 mins

20 mins

<20 mins

Table 4.3 above shows that from Census data, 61 % of trips to work were under 12 miles, and 42 % under 6
miles. Taken together, the distance potential for modal shift to walking, cycling and public transport
underpins that the modal share of the corridor can be redistributed to increase overall capacity of the route
as well as gaining the socio-economic benefits of walking, cycling and public transport.

16

Department for Transport (2018) Annual Average Daily Flow Site number: 78037. Available at:
https://roadtraffic.dft.gov.uk/manualcountpoints/78037

17

100 Voices Parking Survey 2019, provided by Stroud Town Council August 2019

18

**NB: Distances are indicative only, and will vary due to peri-urban layout.
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Route Capacity
In terms of route capacity, traffic survey data shows clearly that large number of vehicles turn on to the A419
from the Toadsmoor Valley Road. The DfT AADT manual count from 2018 shows 7,889 vehicles per day at a
survey point just east of the Toadsmoor Road19, whereas 13,898 vehicles were counted at Brimbscombe
Corner, see Table 4.4 below. Consistent findings were made in a turning count survey in 2009 20.

Table 4.4 Comparison of Route Capacity at Along A419
Mode

East of
Toadsmoor
Road
Site number:
78037

Dr Newtons
Way
Site number:
28681

Brimscombe
Corner
ATC 402921

East of
Bowbridge
Tube
1078322

Chalford
High Street
Tube
1039123

MC 2018

MC 2016

2018

2018

2018

7,889

17,323

13,898

15,194

6,650

Car

80%

83%

-

-

-

LGVs

14%

13%

-

-

-

HGVs

4%

2%

-

-

-

Buses

1%

1%

-

-

-

Motorcycle

1%

1%

-

-

-

<1%

<1%

-

-

-

Total Average Vehicles
per Day

Pedal cycles

Additional considerations to the overall capacity of the corridor include the impact of new development
Brimscombe Port (178 new homes), Ham Mills (100 new homes) and Wimberly Mills, in addition to the over
100 potential business development sites along the route. There are 5 schools in immediate adjacency to the
A419 Stroud to Chalford route, and Strategic Objective SO4 within the Local Plan states an ambition to
‘reduce short car journeys, due to the availability of safe, off-road walking and cycling routes’. In addition to
this, the priority of a climate change response suggests that the modal shift towards carbon-neutral
transport should be substantial.

19

Department for Transport (2018) Annual Average Daily Flow Site number: 78037. Available at:
https://roadtraffic.dft.gov.uk/manualcountpoints/78037

20

TS278101 (2009) A419 - Toadsmoor Road JCT, provided by Gloucestershire County Council May 2019.

21

TS4813 A419 London Rd (2018) provided by Gloucestershire County Council May 2019.

22

TS4813 A419 London Rd (2018) provided by Gloucestershire County Council May 2019.

23

TS4813 A419 London Rd (2018) provided by Gloucestershire County Council May 2019.
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Table 4.5 Modal Capacity Scenarios
Mode

Scenario A:
Typical existing

Scenario B:
Golden Valley

Vehicles/
day

Comments Scenario B

Vehicles/
day

14,883

83 %

7164

39 %

Represents reduction of 50 %

LGVs

2,541

13 %

2541

14 %

Could include shift to micro-freight

HGVs

726

2%

726

4%

Buses

182

1%

1815

10 %

Motorcycle

182

1%

182

1%

Pedal cycles

182

<1 %

3,000

17 %

Starting assumption

15 %

Combined walking and cycling = 32%,
compared to Census potential of 42%

1,650

(allo
w 11
%)

1,500

(allo
w 10
%)

Car

Walking

Growth
Grand Total

18,150

Could reduce with freight consolidation
Has potential for greater service level

2,723

18,150

Assumptions Scenario A Typical Existing: The known modal share of the route is applied to an indicative
typical capacity of 15,000 vehicles per day. As walking was not counted in traffic surveys, an allowance of
11 % is made based on Census trends. A growth provision of 10 % is added to this. Assumptions Scenario B:
A starting assumption for the scenario is 3,000 cycles per day on the 3.5 m bi-directional cycle track; to this a
moderate increase in walking and bus service is allowed for; HGV and LGV levels are held at the same.
The main result of Scenario B is a 50 % reduction in car journeys. Further potential to optimise this could
include shift in LGVs to micro-freight, and freight consolidation for LGVs as well as reduction in LGV through
traffic. There is clear potential for a greater level of bus service; micro-bus services could prove more relevant
in a peri-rural setting as is being explored by other local authorities. As such, Scenario B could be considered
a conservative estimate but highlights how in addition to the hard infrastructure provision, soft supporting
measures such as shaping micro-freight and negotiation on bus services, behaviour change support, and car
parking management will be necessary.
Cycling level of 3,000 cycles per day are almost unprecedented in the UK. Given the context of a climate
emergency, a CO2 analysis of various scenarios would inform the appropriateness of this level of ambitions.

4.2 Speed Analysis
Recent speed surveys conducted on London Rd in central Stroud suggest that as many as 82.75 % of all
vehicles were exceeding speed limits, with recorded maximum speeds within built up areas of 70 mph. Other
available speed surveys reviewed on A419 showed higher compliance rates within the 40mph zones, but
recorded peak speeds nevertheless reached 60 mph.
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Table 4.6 Overview Available Speed Data
Speed
Limit

Average
Speed

85 Percentile
Speed

Max Speed

% Exceedances

London Road
SM

20

24

29

70

82.75

NovemberDecember 2018

A419
Bowbridge

40

32.9

38

60

14.1

June 2016

A419 Chalford

40

31.6

29

60

24.4

Survey Date

Location

April-May 2019

The average speed in these areas is in fact closer to 30 mph, which is an indication of congestion during
peak hours. This is confirmed when reviewing Google Traffic captures of the area, which indicates slow
moving traffic along considerable stretches of the route.

Table 4.7 Comparison Average Speed vs Sign Posted Speed Limits
SPEED
LIMIT
AVERAGE
SPEED
CHAIN
SEGMENT

20

30

24

32.9

1

2

Stroud

3

4

40
NOT AVAILABLE
5

Bowbridge

6

7

8

9

Thrupp

10

11

12

13

Ham Mills

14

15

16

31.6
17

Brimscombe

18

Bourne

19

20

21

22

23

St Mary’s

24

25

Chalford

Additional surveys conducted by Chalford Parish Council showed high level of speeding on local roads in
Chalford Hill and Bussage, with recorded maximum speeds of up to 70 mph on 30 mph roads. During public
engagement events many members of the public expressed concern for speeding and unsafe conditions for
pedestrians and cyclists on the pitches, especially on Old Neighbourhood and Middle Hill. The need to
address road safety concerns on these connecting roads will be essential to fully realise the benefits of the
improvements on the Golden Valley route.

Table 4.8 Overview Available Speed Data for Surrounding Areas
Speed
Limit

Average
Speed

85 percentile
Speed

Max Speed

% Exceedances

Middle Hill East

30

31

36

70

55

April 2019

The Ridge

30

30

36

67

48.6

March 2019

The Frith

30

22

29

42

10.1

Survey Date

Location

March 2019

4.3 The case for upgrading an A-Road to a 20 mph zone
If a pedestrian is hit by a car travelling at 40 mph, the likelihood of death is 17 times higher than a pedestrian
that is hit by a car travelling at 20mph24. Furthermore, lower vehicle speeds allow more time for both driver
24

ttps://ec.europa.eu/transport/road_safety/specialist/knowledge/speed/speed_is_a_central_issue_in_road_safety/speed_and_the_
injury_risk_for_different_speed_levels_en[2019-08-29]
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26

27

and pedestrian/cyclists to react to unexpected events and require shorter braking distances, which make
collisions inherently less likely to occur in the first place. Children’s visual perception and ability of gauging
speed and distance is not fully developed until adulthood and place them at even higher risk. Studies found
that children ‘could not reliably detect’ a vehicle approaching at speeds higher than approximately 25mph25.
As the Golden Valley route will significantly increase the level of pedestrians and cyclists along this road, a 20
mph speed limit is recommended on the entirety of the route, from Chalford to Stroud particularly due to its
relevance to road safety for children walking and cycling to school. Furthermore, in the 8 built-up ‘villages’
along the route, an introduction of 20mph zones is recommended. 20 mph zones are different from speed
limits as they are self-enforcing with traffic calming measures every 100 metres. As indicated in the Golden
Valley Design Standards outlined in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 , raised junctions, change of priority at side
junctions for walking and cycling, carriageway material choice, visual narrowing and removing the centreline
are key to achieving a transformation look and function to the corridor.
DfT Circular 01/1326 states that:
‘20 mph zones are predominantly used in urban areas, both town centres and residential areas, and in the
vicinity of schools. They should also be used around shops, markets, playgrounds and other areas with high
pedestrian or cyclist traffic, though they should not include roads where motor vehicle movement is the primary
function’.
Currently, the majority of the route has a speed limit of 40 mph, with a 30 mph section in Bowbridge and on
adjacent roads, and 20 mph in the Stroud town centre. The current average speed along the majority of the
route is 32mph, this is likely due to patterns of congestion at peak periods and dangerous speeding at other
times. As such, implementation of a smooth and steady journey at 20 mph may have little impact on journey
times, but have positive impact on road safety and CO2 emissions. This is in accordance with the LTP3
categorisation of the A419 between Stroud and Chalford as a suburban link 27.
Introduction of 20mph zones have raised air quality concerns in other areas, and the topic has been widely
discussed. However, a recent publication by TfL (2018)28 states that:
‘20mph zones do not appear to worsen air quality and they dramatically reduce road danger. They also support
a shift to walking and cycling, generate less traffic noise and reduce community severance. In 20mph zones
vehicles move more smoothly with fewer accelerations and decelerations. This driving style produces fewer
particulate emissions.’
Given the transformational potential of the Golden Valley route, with the ambition to increase the levels of
pedestrians and cyclists, it is deemed necessary to upgrade the A419 from 40 mph to 20mph, and change
the primary function of this road, from vehicle movement to a people movement and community corridor.
-

Increase in road safety for all users, particularly for children.
Conducive environment for large scale up take of walking and cycling in proximity to vehicle carriage
way.
Unlocking economic potential in residential and business development through a balanced movementplace character.
Smooth driving styles reduces fuel consumptions and CO2 emissions, and can regulate journey times.
Aligns Local Transport Plan Policy Document 2 to introduce more 20mph zones and support children
being able to walking and cycle to school29.

25

http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/speeds-greater-than-20mph-pose-crossing-risk-for-children/[2019-08-29]

26

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/63975/circular-012013.pdf[2019-07-23]

27

Gloucestershire County Council (2017) LTP3 / PD4 Available at: https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/media/2227/11-pd-4highways-nov-2017.pdf

28

http://content.tfl.gov.uk/speed-emissions-and-health.pdf[2019-06-14]

29

Gloucestershire County Council (2017) LTP3 / PD2 Available at: https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/media/2223/9-pd-2-cyclenov-2017.pdf
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5
NEXT STEPS
5.1 Overall Conclusion
Following a draft presentation of the Technical Report and Inspiration Summary to the client Parish Cycling
stakeholder group on the 4th of September, 2019, a subsequent meeting was held with highways officers
from Gloucestershire County Council on the 18th of September in Shire Hall. A meeting was also held with
regeneration officers from Stroud District Council to examine interactions with the Brimscombe Port
development on the 4th of September. Based on these meetings and subsequent written comments received,
no issue was raised which would substantiate that this project should not be investigated further.
A major challenge identified by Gloucestershire County Council is that the verges of the A419 are asbestos
contaminated. This represents a serious environmental hazard; however this may also represent additional
value of the project to be able to deliver proponents of the Golden Valley route through needed asbestos
remediation works in a co-financing approach.
The overall conclusion of this study is that it is worth investigating the potential for high quality, safe and
segregated walking and cycling route along the A419 Stroud to Chalford further. However this project
should be framed as a multi-modal corridor upgrade responding to future transport demand, and to deliver
a wider economic vision for the regeneration of the valley as a place of community with local jobs.

5.2 High level costing
A high level costing exercise indicates that construction costs to deliver the route would be an estimated
£17.6 million, with a range from £9 million to £26 million. This value excludes VAT. This costing does not
include land purchase and asbestos remediation or other contamination, or other unexpected findings, such
as archaeological remains. It is well known that these are difficult to estimate at early project phases, and
these could substantially increase the cost of the project.
The estimated costing includes engineering and other indirect costs, as well as an allowance for 2 km of
drainage improvements, an assumption about required soil stabilisation, and allowances for trees, lighting
improvements, furniture and cycle parking. Placemaking interventions and the provision of an ‘active’
adventure playground adjacent to the multi storey car park are included. The costs of a behaviour change
support programme are excluded.

5.3 Outline Stakeholder Engagement Plan
The initial community engagement undertaken in summer 2019 through three ‘drop-in’ workshops and an
online questionnaire with 382 responses indicate strong public acceptance and desire for improved walking
and cycling along the A419. However, previous experience in Bristol and Bath has shown that any perceived
disruptions to the traffic environment can illicit strong emotional responses as it is easy to overlook the long
term goals in the perspective of short term change i.e. stress and delay in traffic. A risk inherent in social
media is that a superficial message about the project can spread quickly without deeper understanding of
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the complex challenges the project entails. A result of this could be that individual council officers are
targeted personally with inappropriate expressions of aggression, and at the same time a confrontational
process will not shine light on true community needs, perspectives or potential.
In order to manage this process pro-actively, a pre-engagement approach to sharing the Inspiration Study is
recommended which continues leading through community engagement as follows:
- Pre-engagement with school children and young people to address some of the sampling bias of the
online questionnaire.
- Pre-engagement with business stakeholders and partnerships to gain further insight into the business
implications of the proposal and level of support.
- Further Pre-engagement with key delivery partners including Gloucestershire County Council Highways,
Stroud District Council, Brimscombe Port Development Board and potential developers.
- Pre-engagement with Network Rail due to the close proximity to the A419.
- Pre-engagement with bus service providers.
- Pre-engagement with the police regarding road safety.
In addition to this, on-going consultation with the surrounding Parishes is fundamental and deserves joint
consideration how best to undertake this. Overall, pre-engagement will continue to build the evidence-base
for the project, meaningfully shape the project going forward and also inform how best to take this project
to the wider Golden Valley community.

5.4 Recommendations for Old Neighbourhood & St Mary’s
A key finding identified through the community engagement are two severe road safety hotspots on Old
Neighbourhood at the Christ Church Primary School junction to the A419 and St Mary’s, colloquially termed
‘the corner of doom’. Due to the severity of risk posed here to pedestrians, cyclists and other transport users,
road safety improvements should be sought independent of progression of the A419 Golden Valley Route.
Speed reduction would be an appropriate measure, but it is highly recommended that this put in place in
combination with carriageway improvements which make this self-enforcing.

5.5 Recommendations for Minchinhampton & Rodborough Commons
Concerns have been raised by representatives of Minchinhampton and Rodborough Parish Councils about
the risk of vehicle displacement onto the commons, in particular onto the ‘Spine Road’ from Aston Down to
The Butts, and also connectors to the spine from Tom Long’s Post, Bear Hill and Butterrow Hill.
Review of the commons roads is outside the scope of this study. However, a quick scan assessment is that
issues of high vehicle numbers and speeding are already pre-existing across the commons. This is well
documented in the Minchinhampton Neighbourhood Development Plan 2018-203630, Section 6 Traffic and
Transport, for which a Transport Appraisal Report was conducted in 2017. Paragraphs 6.30 to 6.35 outlines
proposals to reduce vehicle numbers and speed.
As such, it is recommended that Minchinhampton and Rodborough pursue improvements to speed and
safety as there is a pre-existing case for this. Landscape-sensitive installations such as trialled in the New
Forest and evaluated by Hampshire County Council (Brockenhurst, Traffic Calming Review, 2013) can be
effective when carefully designed and accompanied by speed reduction to 30 mph across the commons and
‘village’ treatments of 20 mph zones where appropriate. The National Trust is a key partner in this. Due to
the complexity of the A419 and uncertainty to how this project may progress, road safety improvements to
the commons should be sought independent of this based on the pre-existing case briefly described above.

30

Available at: https://www.stroud.gov.uk/media/1010359/ndp-9-april-2019-referendum-version-10.pdf
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5.6 Outline Delivery Approach
For a project of this complexity, and given the current lack of large scale dedicated investment in walking
and cycling, it is unlikely that the full 6.5km project would be delivered through a single funding source. This
can also be understood as a strength of the project as it has multiple interest stakeholders, and a phased
delivery approach can be pragmatic to seize aligned interests and funding opportunities and deliver the
route in a phased approach.
A strength of the proposed route alignment is that almost all segments of the route could be delivered with
minimal disruption to existing traffic levels. Although a phased delivery of the route will delay reaching the
full walking, cycling, public realm potential of the route, a phasing plan could help identify opportunities to
make the most of incremental funding opportunities. A phased approach would also allow time for diverse
stakeholders to clarify needs and opportunities posed through the project.
The following funding mechanisms have been identified as relevant:

Table 5.1 Outline Co-Financing Approach to A419 Multi-modal Corridor Upgrade
Funding route

Focus

CIL/S106

Direct sites to the A419

Capital Investment Pipeline (CIP) /
LEP

Economic growth (note, first
failed EOI July 2019 due to lack
of more fully articulated
economic benefits)

GCC Road Safety Funding

Road safety and traffic
management

Local Cycling and Walking
Investment Plan (LCWIP)

Flagship walking and cycling
infrastructure for local journeys

Environment Agency

Potential remediation of
asbestos contamination of
verges.

Provisional Timescale: Business & Community engagement, Feasibility and Option Appraisal 2020;
Preliminary & Developed Design 2021-2022, Construction & Delivery 2023-2028.
Next steps:
- Lead with further community and funding stakeholder engagement as outlined above.
- Integration into Stroud Local Plan and Parish Neighbourhood Plans as they emerge, for example
Brimscombe & Thrupp Neighbourhood Plan.
- Engage with GCC LCWIP group.
- Contact police for initial discussion regarding speed and adoption of 20 mph zones.
- Seek a direct meeting with the DfT Walking & Cycling team to discuss direct funding potential.
- Seek funding to develop a Strategic Outline Business Case and Options Appraisal/Feasibility Study.
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Through client stakeholder group and GCC officer feedback, the following issues have been identified as
particularly important to address in a next phase of Feasibility and Options Appraisal work:
- Reduction in the number of bi-directional cycle track crossings.
- Attention to footway/bus access where footways is chiefly on one side e.g. bus stops, crossings to
schools, new development, or other amenities.
- Articulate wider benefits (e.g. as this would relate to a Valley-wide Regeneration Masterplan).
- Drainage improvements.
- Noise/vibration reduction.
- Remediation of asbestos in A419 verges.
- Phasing approach.
- CO2 analysis.
As identified in the GCC officer feedback, the value of this project is far greater than just walking and cycling,
or indeed capacity improvements to the A419. A project of this scale would need to sit within overall vision
for the Golden Valley; as such progression and delivery of the A419 Golden Valley route may be contingent
on development of a Valley Regeneration Masterplan which outlines a wider economic vision for the
regeneration of the valley as a place of community with local jobs.
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